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Abstract—With the increasing complexity of tasks that are crowdsourced, requesters need to form teams of professional workers that can

satisfy complex task skill requirements. Team crowdsourcing in social networks (SNs) provides a promising solution for complex task

crowdsourcing, where the requester hires a team of professional workers that are also socially connected canwork together collaboratively.

Previous social team formation approaches havemainly focused on the algorithmic aspect for social welfaremaximization; however,

within the traditional objective ofmaximizing social welfare alone, selfishworkers canmanipulate the crowdsourcingmarket by behaving

untruthfully. This dishonest behavior discourages other workers from participating and is unprofitable for the requester. To address this

strategic social team crowdsourcing problem, truthful mechanisms are developed to guarantee that a worker’s utility is optimizedwhen he

behaves honestly. This problem is proved toNP-hard, and two efficientmechanisms are proposed to optimize social welfarewhile reducing

time complexity for different scale applications. For small-scale applicationswhere the task requires a small number of skills, a binary tree

network is first extracted from the social network, and a dynamic programming-based optimal team is formed in the binary tree. For large-

scale applicationswhere the task requires a large number of skills, a team is formed greedily based on the workers’ social structure, skill,

and working cost. For bothmechanisms, the threshold payment rule, which pays eachworker his marginal value for task completion, is

proposed to elicit truthfulness. Finally, the experimental results of a real-world dataset show that compared to the benchmarkexponential

VCG truthful mechanism, the proposed small-scale-orientedmechanism can reduce computation timewhile producing nearly the same

social welfare results. Furthermore, compared to other state-of-the-art polynomial heuristics, the proposed large-scale-orientedmechanism

can achieve truthfulnesswhile generating better social welfare outcomes.

Index Terms—Mechanism design, crowdsourcing, team formation, social networks

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CROWDSOURCING has become a very popular business
paradigm for the requesters to hire the professional or

inexpensive workers through the online labor markets [1],
[2]. Traditional crowdsourcing applications mainly focus
on crowdsourcing simple tasks, each can be completed by a
single worker, such as image annotation/data labeling [3], [4]
and consumer survey/product review [5]. However, with
the increasing complexity of tasks that are crowdsourced, the
requester needs to hire a group of professional and social

connected workers. These workers can work together as a
team to satisfy task’s complex skill requirements [6], [7], [8].

The mobile apps-based crowdsensing (MCS) is a typical
motivating domain of social team crowdsourcing. MCS
allows mobile users to utilize human-carried devices (e.g.,
smartphones) to sense environment information (e.g., air
quality or noise level) of multiple interested regions [9],
[10], [11], [12]. However, in the case that the users cannot
directly reach out to the requester since the global infra-
structure-based wireless networks (e.g., Wi-Fi) are unavail-
able or data transportation is costly, the MCS project might
fail [13]. Within social team crowdsourcing, the requester
recruits a team of users that can not only collect the environ-
ment information of the interested regions but also form a
connected route such that any participant user can transport
the sensed data to the requester through the local short-
range device-to-device wireless communications [14], [15].
Another typical social team crowdsourcing domain is the
web-based complex task (e.g., software project develop-
ment) crowdsourcing, where the requester wishes to recruit
a team of engineers that not only can provide the necessary
skills (including requirement analysis, architecture design,
implementation, testing, deployment, andmaintenance), but
also can collaborate with each other effectively for success-
fully completing these inter-dependent subtasks [16], [17].

The social team crowdsourcing application can be imple-
mented through a reverse auction model where the requester
announces a task’s skill requirements through a business
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crowdsourcing platform such as mobile apps-based platform
Placemeter (www.placemeter.com) or web-based platform
Guru (www.guru.com). Eachworker bids to sell skill services
that are associated with skill provision costs. Based on these
workers’ bids, the crowdsourcing platform then can construct
workers’ social network (SN) according to their social conne-
ctions. These social connections might represent the local
available device-to-device communications in MCS or task
collaboration experiences in web-based crowdsourcing. The
advantage of using such SNs is that these workers who can
communicate effortlessly are expected to work efficiently as a
team [18], [19], which has recently been exploited to analyze
the collaboration among crowd workers [20]. Finally, the
requester forms a professional and collaborative team of
workers in the SN with the aim of social welfare maximiza-
tion. Fig. 1 depicts the framework of a social team crowd-
sourcing campaign.

Intuitively, previous social team formation approaches
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] that focused on forming
a collaborative team in social networks can be extended
to addressing this social team crowdsourcing problem.
However, these existing approaches mainly focus on the
algorithmic aspect of social welfare maximization. Such
a social welfare maximization objective will encourage stra-
tegic workers to lie about their real private information, e.g.,
reporting a higher skill provision cost to maximize their own
utility. This untruthful behavior will severely reduce the
requester’s utility and discourage other workers from partic-
ipating for fear of market manipulation. A crowdsourcing
platform without adequate worker participation is unprofit-
able for requesters and will fail to operate [28]. It is essential
to design truthful social team crowdsourcing mechanisms
where each worker’s optimal bidding strategy is to declare
his private information truthfully [29].

Unfortunately, as noted in [30], thewell-knownVCG truth-
ful mechanism, which aims to form an optimal team with
maximum social welfare, is not applicable. This is attributable
to the fact that the proposed social team crowdsourcing
problem is NP-hard, and forming an optimal team requires
exponential OðnkÞ time complexity, where k is the number of
required task skills and n is the number of workers in a SN.
On the other hand, directly extending existing polynomial
social team formation approaches [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27] is infeasible since they are not monotone and cannot
guarantee truthfulness. Against this background, to reduce
time complexity while optimizing social welfare, we propose

two efficient truthful mechanisms for small- and large-scale
applications, respectively. For small-scale applications where
k is small, we develop a fixed-parameterOðn24kÞmechanism.
This mechanism works by first transforming workers’ SN
into a binary tree network, and implementing the optimal
dynamic programming mechanism in the transformed tree
network. For large-scale applications where k is large, we
develop a polynomial Oðk3n2Þ mechanism that selects team
workers greedily based on these workers’ social structure,
skill and working cost. For both mechanisms proposed, the
threshold payment rule, which pays each worker the mar-
ginal value for task completion, is used to elicit truthfulness.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows: 1) we propose the social team crowdsourcing cam-
paign as amechanismdesign problemwhere the crowdsourc-
ing platform needs to design computationally efficient team
formation mechanisms that not only form teams with the
maximal social welfare but that also ensure that truthfully
reporting is a dominant strategy. 2) We develop a parameter-
ized exponential Oðn24kÞ time mechanism and polynomial
Oðk3n2Þ time mechanism for small- and large-scale applica-
tions, respectively. The theoretical results show that both pro-
posed mechanisms achieve truthfulness. 3) We apply the
proposed mechanisms to a real-world dataset collected from
the crowdsourcing platform Guru. The experimental results
show that compared to the benchmark exponential VCG
truthful mechanism [29], the proposed small-scale-oriented
mechanism can reduce computation time while achieving
nearly the same social welfare outcomes. Furthermore, com-
pared to other state-of-the-art polynomial social team crowd-
sourcing heuristics [21], the proposed large-scale-oriented
mechanism can achieve truthfulness while generating better
social welfare outcomes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we provide a brief review of related subjects on crowd-
sourcing, truthfulmechanisms and team formation in a SN. In
Section 3, we formulate the social team crowdsourcing prob-
lem. We propose the parameterized exponential and polyno-
mial time mechanisms in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
In Section 6, we conduct a set of experiments to evaluate our
proposed mechanism’s performance on social welfare,
requester utility and worker utility on a real-world dataset.
Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss future work in
Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Crowdsourcing for Task Allocation
Crowdsourcing is a very useful paradigm to help requesters
access powerful human resources to complete tasks that are
difficult for computers [1], [2]. In traditional crowdsourcing
applications, workers can work at different skill levels, and
requester allocates tasks to expert workers with high-level
skills, e.g., improving the labeling accuracy and completing as
many labeling tasks as possible in web-based crowdsourcing
[3], [4], [5], providing high quality of information and acquir-
ing these data as fast as possible in mobile-apps based crowd-
sensing [6], [9]. These typical crowdsourcing applications
mainly focus on solving simple tasks that each worker can
complete independently. However, with the increasing com-
plexity of tasks that are crowdsourced, recent studies have
begun to address the need for more complex tasks that must
be solved by teams [7], [8], [31], [32]. A popular method for
solving complex tasks involves dividing such tasks into flows

Fig. 1. The paradigm of social team crowdsourcing.
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of simple subtasks, allocating these sub-tasks to teamworkers
and finally combining the partial results of sub-tasks to
achieve the final outcome [33], [34]. Complementary to these
network-ignorance studies, within the SN environment, we
aim to hire teams of workers. These workers are not only pro-
fessional but also socially connected such that they can collab-
orate with one another effectively, thereby improving task
quality further. Recently, Chen et al. [10] realizes that workers
not only can achieve the extinct rewards from the requester
but also enjoys an intrinsic benefit from network effects. But in
their study, the “network” concept is the global crowdsourc-
ing environment. However, in our paper, the network means
the local collaboration efficiency among workers, which can
not only help the worker achieve the intrinsic benefit but also
help the requester recruit social collaborative teams.

2.2 Mechanism Design for Crowdsourcing
The key to making a crowdsourcing market successful is
incentivizing workers to participate [28]. An auction-based
incentive mechanism for crowdsourcing can be generalized
as follows: requester first posts the task to crowd workers,
workers submit their bids including skills and skill provision
costs, and finally requester selects adequate workers and pays
these workers properly based on their bids [5], [6]. However,
workers are always strategic by submitting untruthful private
information tomaximize their own utility. To guarantee truth-
fulness, Nisan [29] first proposes the VCGmechanism by allo-
cating tasks toworkers optimally and offering workers critical
payment to elicit truthfulness. The main idea behind the criti-
cal payment scheme is that each winner worker is paid to his
marginal skill contribution value for task completion. Due to
the intractability of computing the optimal allocation of tasks
to workers, polynomial time schemes with monotone charac-
teristics are more desirable [30]. On the other hand, Han et al.
[11] propose a posted price-based incentive mechanism,
where requester first announces the predetermined take-it-or-
leave-it price to workers, workers choose to join the campaign
based on their own willingness. From the perspective of the
requester, this price should be optimally devised to incentive
workers to join while spending the minimum budget. These
traditional incentive mechanisms [5], [6], [11], [28], [29], [31]
mainly focus on crowdsourcing simple and independent tasks
without the need of worker collaboration. By contrast, this
paper is mainly interested in addressing social team crowd-
sourcing problems where the requester aims to form a team
of professional and collaborative workers in SNs. Recently,
the research [35] also studied team formation mechanism.
However, they aimed to elicit each individual’s truthful pref-
erences over his teammates, and thus had a different objective.

2.3 Team Formation in Social Networks
Lappas et al. [21] were the first to formulate the problem
of team formation in social networks. They model each social
network as aweighted and undirected graphG ¼<V;E;W >
where vertices V represent individuals, edges E represent
social connections among individuals and weights W on the
edges represent individuals’ coordination costs. Given a social
network G and a task J, Lappas et al. [21] aim to build a team
of individuals V � � V such that V � not only meets all skill
requirements of J but also incurs the lowest team coordination
costs. What followed [21] are other social team formation var-
iants with different constraints and objectives, such as online
dynamic settings where tasks arrive dynamically [22]; load

balancing objectivewhereworkers’ assigned tasks are propor-
tional to their capacity [23] and budget minimization schemes
where workers must be paid for their skill service provisions
[24], [25], [26]. Rangapuram et al. [27] propose a generalized
social team formation problemwhere team size, team budgets
and team coordination costs are considered simultaneously.
Considering that socially close individuals can improve task
quality levels, Voice et al. [14], Bistaffa et al. [15] and Wang et
al. [36] are interested in forming a team of social connected
individuals for task completion. All of the above studies
assume that individuals are honest and can present their pri-
vate information truthfully. However, since workers are self-
ish, within traditional social team formation mechanisms,
each worker must expend considerable efforts computing the
most beneficial strategy based on beliefs of the strategies of
other bidders. This overhead and the impossibility of comput-
ing the best strategy discourages workers from participating
and is unprofitable for the requester [28], [37]. Therefore,
a truthful mechanism where each worker’s best interest is to
report his private information truthfully is essential for social
team crowdsourcing.

3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Auction-Based Social Team Crowdsourcing
We model social team crowdsourcing campaign between a
requester and workers as a three-stage reverse auction
framework [9], [31], [38].

� In the first stage, the requester announces a task
T ¼<VT ; OT > , where VT is a predefined profit that
will be yielded to the requester upon the completion
of T, and OT ¼ fs1; s2; . . . ; skg represents the skill
requirements of task T, such as the interested regions
he covers. Let k ¼ jOT j denote the task size, i.e., the
number of skills required by T.

� In the second stage, each worker ai submits a bid
Bi ¼ ðR0i; c0iÞ where R0i 2 OT represents a subset of
skills one can provide, and the working cost c0i, repre-
sents the reserved price ai wants to charge for his skill
provisions, e.g., a worker charges $20/hr offering his
skilled service of sensing environmental information.
Let Ri 2 OT and ci denote ai’s real skill set and cost,
and R0ið6¼ RiÞ and c0ið6¼ ciÞ denote a0is wrong skill set
and cost. Each worker ai has its own discretion to
determine personal information R0i and c0i, which is
guaranteed to be the same as truthful personal infor-
mation Ri and ci in our mechanism. During this bid-
ding stage, we have a couple of practical settings: 1)
each worker submits his bids independently [39] and
2) each worker’s working cost is fixed and indepen-
dent on which and how many skills he actually pro-
vides for task completion. This cost-skill independent
assumption is widely used in MCS [6], [9]1 and web-
based software crowdsourcing [21], [23]2.

� In the third stage, upon collecting the bids, the requ-
ester first determines the workers’ social network

1. Once a worker participates in the MCS, the cost (e.g., the smart-
phone battery power consumption per unit time) is determined and is
independent on the interested regions the worker actually accesses.

2. Once a worker is recruited to develop software, the requester
should pay the worker at least the payment the worker charges no mat-
ter which skills are actually used for software development.
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SN ¼<A;E> where A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang represents
the collection of workers and 8ðai; ajÞ 2 E represents
the existence of a collaborative relationship between
workers ai and aj, such that they can communicate
with one another effectively, e.g., workers ai and aj
are geographically nearby between which the local
device-to-device communications are available. In
such a SN, each worker ai 2 A can be defined by a 3-
tuple (R0i; c

0
i; Ni) whereR0i denotes ai’s skills, c

0
i denotes

ai’s working cost, andNi denotes neighbors of worker
ai, i.e.,Ni ¼ fajjðai; ajÞ 2 Eg.

A mechanismM ¼ ðTF; PayÞ consists of a social team for-
mation function TF and a payment function Pay. The social
team formation function TF ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng indicates
whether a worker ai is selected as a winner ðxi ¼ 1 or not
xi ¼ 0). Let G ¼ faijxi ¼ 1g denote the winning team and
CðGÞ ¼P

ai2G c0i denote the team cost incurred by team
members in G. To complete the task T successfully, the team
G must satisfy the following two conditions. 1) Professional:
each required skill must be satisfied by at least one team
member, i.e., 8sj 2 OT ; 9ai 2 G; s:t: sj 2 R0i; and 2) Collabora-
tive: the sub-graph induced by team members in G must
be connected. We refer to such a professional and collabora-
tive team a feasible team. The payment function Pay ¼
fp1; p2; . . . ; png determines the reward paid to each team
member upon the completion of T. The utility ui of each
winner ai 2 G then is the difference between the payment pi
and its true cost ci, i.e., ui ¼ pi � ci, which also equals pi � c0i
under truthful bidding. Otherwise, when worker ai is not
selected as a winner, then ui ¼ 0. The requester’s utility is
the task’s profit minus the payment given to team members,
i.e., uT ¼ VT �

P
ai2G pi.

The social welfare WT of the crowdsourcing platform is
the sum of the requester’s utility and workers’ aggregate
utility

P
ai2G ui ¼

P
ai2G ðpi � c0iÞ, which equals the task

profit minus aggregate bidding costs of the winning team G,
i.e., WT ¼ VT �

P
ai2G pi þ

P
ai2G ðpi � c0iÞ ¼ VT �

P
ai2G c0i.

In this paper, we primarily consider social welfare maxi-
mization objective. As the crowdsourcing platform is a
social service-oriented application and it is natural
to design mechanisms that maximize social welfare.
It should also be noted that in the proposed mechanism,
we also guarantee that both the requester and worker can
achieve positive utilities.

Now the social team crowdsourcing problem can be
formulated as follows.

Definition 1 (Social Team Crowdsourcing Problem
(STCP)). Given a task T ¼<VT ;OT > and workers’ bids
B ¼ fB1; . . . ; Bng associated with the workers’ social network
SN ¼<A;E> , the crowdsourcing system is designed to form
the optimal feasible team that produces maximal social welfare
for T, i.e.,

MaximizeWT : (1)

Subject to:

yij ¼ xi; 8sj 2 R0i;
X
ai2A

yij � 1; 8sj 2 OT (2)

xi þ xj � 1 � zij; zij � xi; zij � xj; 8ðai; ajÞ 2 E (3)

8r 2 ½1; n�; wr � xr; 8i> r; wi � 1� xr;
X
ai2A

wi ¼ 1 (4)

X
ðau;avÞ2sðHÞ

zuv þ fðH;AÞ � xi; 8farg � H � A; ai 2 A (5)

xi; yij; zij; wi 2 f0; 1g: (6)

Constraint (2) is designed to build a professional team,
where variable xi2 f0; 1g is the decision variable determin-
ing whether worker ai is selected as a team member (xi ¼ 1)
or not ðxi ¼ 0Þ; yij2 f0; 1g represents whether worker ai can
provide skill sj ðyij ¼ 1Þ or not ðyij ¼ 0Þ. Constraints (3)-(5)
are designed to build a collaborative team such that the
selected team members form a connected sub-graph, which
is inspired by recent graph theory technique [40], where an
integer program (IP) technique (i.e., there must be a flow
from a selected node to any selected nodes via edges in the
selected subgraph) is proposed to formulate a connected
subgraph. In constraint (3), zij ¼ 1 indicates that the connec-
tion (ai; aj) is selected when both endpoint workers ai and
aj are selected. In constraint (4), wi denotes whether ai is the
selected worker with the smallest index (wi ¼ 1) or not
(wi ¼ 0). For an arbitrarily selected worker ar such that
wr ¼ 1 (which is called the root worker), when there is a
path from ar to all of the other selected workers fajjxj ¼ 1;
j 6¼ rg, these selected workers form a connected sub-graph.
Without loss of generality, we choose the selected worker
with the smallest index as the root worker, i.e., ar. Constraint
(5) indicates that worker ai can be selected when for each
worker setH containing the root worker ar, either all selected
workers faijxi ¼ 1g are in H (i.e., fðH;AÞ ¼ 1) or at least one
connection ðau; avÞ 2 dðHÞ exists among the selected workers.
Function fðH;AÞ is defined as follows: if

P
ai2H xi ¼P

ai2A xi, then fðH;AÞ ¼ 1; otherwise, fðH;AÞ ¼ 0. Function
sðHÞ denotes the set of connections crossing the cut
ðH;AnHÞ; i:e:; sðHÞ ¼ fðai; ajÞ 2 Ejai 2 H;aj 2 AnHg.
Lemma 1. The social team crowdsourcing problem (STCP)

defined in Definition 1 is NP-hard and has no polynomial algo-
rithm with a constant approximation factor unless P ¼ NP .

For space limitation, all omitted proofs can be seen in
Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TMC.2018.2860978.

3.2 Strategic Workers and the Purpose of Truthful
Mechanisms

In practical crowdsourcingmarkets, eachworker strategically
maximizes his own utility. Such an objective to maximize
social welfare alone encourages strategic workers to lie about
their real valuations, e.g., by declaring a higher working cost
value in hope of securing higher payment. As a result, in com-
petitive crowdsourcing markets, each worker will exert con-
siderable efforts to compute his best bidding strategy based
on his knowledge of other workers’ strategies. This untruthful
behavior and overhead for computing the best strategy
discourages workers from participating and reduces social
welfare [28], [41]. Therefore, it is necessary to design truthful
mechanisms to guarantee that each worker can maximize his
utility by reporting his private information truthfully.

For each worker ai, there are two types of private infor-
mation he can manipulate: the available skills Ri he can pro-
vide and the working cost ci of participation. In other
words, within the STCP, each worker ai has the incentive to
misreport skill and working cost information, i.e., for ai’s
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bid B0i ¼<R0i; c
0
i > , R0i and c0i can differ from the real values

Ri and ci. We now present truthfulness definition applied
for a social team crowdsourcing mechanism.

Definition 2 (Truthfulness). A mechanismM ¼ ðTF; PayÞ is
truthful for STCP if for each worker ai with the true bid
Bi ¼<Ri; ci> and for any other bid B0i ¼<R0i; c

0
i > ; Ri 6¼

R0i or ci 6¼ c0i , we have uiðBi;B�iÞ � uiðB0i; B�iÞ, where B�i is
other workers’ bids.

Moreover, the mechanism M should also satisfy the
property of individual rationality, ensuring each worker
receives non-negative utility when he behaves honestly.

Definition 3 (Individual Rational). An individual worker
receives the non-negative utility when he behaves truthfully,
i.e., ui ¼ pi � ci � 0.

In addition to satisfying truthful and individual rational
properties, the mechanism M should also be computation-
ally efficient, i.e., the social team formation function TF and
payment function Pay should be computationally feasible.
Consequently, the typical VCG truthful mechanism [29],
which aims to form the optimal team, is not applicable as
STCP is NP-hard. Actually, the state-of-the-art team forma-
tion technique [15] is infeasible on the small-scale social team
crowdsourcing instances where k ¼ 5 and n ¼ 100, because
its exponential OðnkÞ computations to return the optimal
team. Against this background, to reduce time complexity
while guaranteeing truthfulness and optimizing social wel-
fare, we develop two computationally efficient mechanisms
for small- (i.e., task size k is small) and large-scale (i.e., task
size k is large) applications in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

4 TOWARDS A SMALL-SCALE SOCIAL TEAM
CROWDSOURCING MECHANISM

The key principle of the small-scale-oriented mechanism is
that given a social network SN, rather than consuming
expensive OðnkÞ time to form an optimal team in SN, we
first extract a tree network from the SN (Sections 4.1 and
4.2), and propose an optimal fixed-parameter Oðn24kÞ time
mechanism in the extracted tree (Section 4.3).

4.1 Tree Network Extraction
This tree extraction principle is inspired by large-scale social
network analysis researches [42]. Given a social network
SN ¼<A;E> , we try to extract a tree network G that pre-
serves as much social connection information as that in the
original network SN. Intuitively, we posit that when two
workers in an original network SN are socially close, they
should be as socially close as possible in the extracted tree
network G. Based on the related definition used in sociology
[43], we first define the social closeness of a worker and a
network as follows.

Definition 4 (Worker and Network Closeness). Given a
social network SN ¼<A;E>, the closeness CLðai; SNÞ of a
worker ai is defined as how close ai connects with other workers
aj 6¼ ai, i.e., CLðai; SNÞ ¼

P
aj 6¼ai 1=dðai; aj; SNÞ, where

dðai; aj; SNÞ is the shortest social distance between ai and aj
in SN. When ai and aj are disjointed, 1=dðai; aj; SNÞ ¼ 0.
Similarly, network closeness CLðSNÞ can be defined as how
social closely these workers A connect with one another, i.e.,
CLðSNÞ ¼P

ai2A CLðai; SNÞ ¼
P

ai2A
P

aj 6¼ai 1=dðai; aj; SNÞ.

The larger the value ofCLðSNÞ, these workersA are more
socially close in SN. Next, we define the tree extraction prob-
lem as an optimization problem by minimizing the differ-
ence between SN and extracted tree G on network closeness.

Definition 5 (Tree Extraction Problem). Given a social net-
work SN ¼<A;E> , we would like to extract a tree G from
SN such that G captures as much social connection information
as possible in SN,, i.e., minimize jCLðSNÞ � CLðGÞj.
Deleting a connection in SN will decrease network close-

ness, we can conclude that CLðSNÞ � CLðGÞ. Now the tree
extraction problem is equivalent to extracting the optimal
tree G� from the SN with maximal network closeness, i.e.,
G� ¼ argmaxGCLðGÞ. This problem of maximizing tree net-
work closeness is a new variant of the NP-hard network
design problem [44]. This problem has a different objective
function from ours and thus such approaches are not appli-
cable. To this end, we present a polynomial approximation
algorithm for network closeness maximization, shown in
Algorithm 1. In Steps 2-5 of Algorithm 1, we first locate
each worker ai 2 A as the root worker and for such a root
worker ai, we compute its worker closeness CLðaiÞ (Step 3).
The worker ar with the highest level of closeness becomes
the root of the extracted tree G (Step 6). In Steps 7-11, the
extracted tree G is constructed iteratively: first, workers
with one unit of social distance from ar are added as
first level children Children1 of the tree root ar, i.e.,
8ai 2 Children1 : dðar; ajÞ ¼ 1. Next, workers with two
units of social distance from ar are denoted as second level
children Children2, and for each worker ai 2 Children2, his
parent is the previous worker of ai along the shortest path
between ar and ai, i.e., when the shortest path between ar
and ai is Path ¼ far; ap; . . . ; aq; aig, then ai’s parent worker
is aq. This procedure of adding tree nodes continues until
all nodes are visited.

Algorithm 1. Tree Extraction

Input: Social Network SN ¼<A;E> ;
Output: Tree G.
1. Set ar ¼ ;; d ¼ 1;max ¼ 0;
2. For each ai 2 A
3. Set CLðaiÞ ¼ Sai 6¼aj1=dðai; ajÞ;
4. If CLðaiÞ> max, thenmax ¼ CLðaiÞ and ar ¼ ai;
5. End for
6. G ¼ G [ farg;
7. While A 6¼ ;
8. For each ai 2 A : dðar; ajÞ ¼ d

9. Set A ¼ A n faig; G ¼ G [ faig and d ¼ dþ 1.
10. End for
11. End while

We provide the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 on
maximizing tree network closeness.

Lemma 2. Let CLðGÞ and CLðG�Þ be the tree network closeness
returned by Algorithm 1 and the optimization, respectively.
Then, the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 on network close-
ness is CLðGÞ=CLðG�Þ � 1=ðDþ 1Þ, where D is the diameter
of the tree network G, i.e.,D ¼ maxai;ajdðai; aj;GÞ.
An illustrative example of transforming a social network to

a tree network is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. After extracting the
tree network G, we present the dynamic programming-based
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optimal team formation approach for G. The key principle
behind the dynamic programming approach is to consider
the following two cases for the root worker ar and recursively
for all otherworkers down ar. In the first case,we do not select
root ar as a team member. We thus need to find a team of
workers from one of ar’s children subtrees, e.g., Gax, to satisfy
task T 0s skillsOT where ax is one of ar’s children. Throughout
this paper, we refer to Gai as the subtree consisting of the
root worker ai and workers down ai in G, e.g., in Fig. 2b,
Ga2 ¼ fa2; a6; a7; a8g. In the second case, we select ar as a win-
ner. We need to partition the remaining unsatisfied skills
OT nRr optimally among ar’s children subtrees. However,
computing all possible partitions requiresO(lkÞ computation,
where l is the number of ar’s children, making this dynamic
programming approach intractable when l is large. To reduce
such partition complexity, in the next section, we attempt to
transform treeG into an equivalent binary treeGb.

4.2 Binary Tree Transformation
We transform the original tree G to a binary tree Gb as fol-
lows: start from the root worker ar of tree G and assume
that ar has l > 2 children workers, i.e., ChildrenðarÞ ¼
fa1; a2; . . . ; alg. We can then replace ar and ar’s children by
a binary tree of depth blog2lc þ 1 where the root worker is
still ar and leaf workers are fa1; a2; . . . ; alg and bxc ¼ max
ft 2 Zjt � xg. The newly added auxiliary internal workers
between ar and fa1; a2; . . . ; alg in Gb neither possess any skill
nor incur anyworking cost.Moreover, once their parentwork-
ers are selected, they will be selected as well. This transforma-
tion repeats recursively for each ar’s child aj 2 fa1; a2; . . . ; alg
and for its children’s children if any. An illustrative
example of transforming an arbitrary tree to a binary
tree is shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. The binary tree transfor-
mation has two desirable properties, shown as follows.

Lemma 3. For the original tree G with n workers, the number
of workers in the transformed binary tree Gb is at most 3n.

Lemma 4. The optimal solution of the STCP in binary tree Gb is
equivalent to the optimal solution of the STCP in tree G.

This is attributable to the fact that auxiliary workers
in newly added Gb do not offer any skills, and once their
parent worker is selected, they will be selected as well with-
out incurring any working cost.

4.3 Optimal Truthful Mechanism in Binary Trees
In this section, we propose an optimal truthful mechanism
M ¼<TF; Pay> in the binary tree Gb where the social team
formation function TF is the optimal dynamic program-
ming-based algorithm and the payment function is the VCG
type payment function.

For each worker ai 2 Gb, letSðai; 1;UÞ be the optimal
team formed to satisfy skills U in the subtree Gb

ai, where ai is
selected as a winner. Let Wðai; 1; UÞ be the welfare of the
team Sðai; 1; UÞ. Similarly, let W ðai; 0; UÞ be the welfare
of the optimal team Sðai; 0; UÞ formed in Gb

ai without select-
ing ai. Let lðaiÞ and rðaiÞ be ai’s left and right child, respec-
tively. We implement the following dynamic programming
recurrence for each worker ai:

Wðai; 1; UÞ ¼ max

WðrðaiÞ; 1; UnRiÞ � c0i;
WðlðaiÞ; 1; UnRiÞ � c0i;
maxU 02UnRi

½WðrðaiÞ; 1; U 0Þ þWðlðaiÞ; 1; UnfRi [ U 0gÞ � VT � c0i�:

8><
>:

(7)
and

W ðai; 0; UÞ ¼ maxfWðrðaiÞ; 0; UÞ;WðrðaiÞ; 1; UÞ;
WðlðaiÞ; 0; UÞ;WðlðaiÞ; 1; UÞg:

(8)

Formula (7) corresponds to the case of selecting worker
ai as a winner. Once ai is selected, to form a connected
team, three scenarios need to be considered:

� Only the right child rðaiÞ is selected as the winner
and remaining unsatisfied skills UnRi are assigned
to ai’s right subtree Gb

rðaiÞ. This case corresponds to

the first term in Formula (7).

� Only the left child lðaiÞ is selected as the winner and
remaining unsatisfied skills UnRi are assigned to ai’s
left subtree Gb

lðaiÞ. This case corresponds to the second

term in Formula (7).

� Both of the right child rðaiÞ and left child lðaiÞ are
selected as winners and unsatisfied skills UnRi are
partitioned optimally among ai’s right subtree Gb

rðaiÞ
and left subtree Gb

lðaiÞ. There is only one task to be

satisfied and a copy of the task profit VT should be
subtracted from the aggregate welfare of ai’s right
and left subtrees. This case corresponds to the third
term in Formula (7).

Formula (8) determines the outcome of not selecting ai as
the winner, where unsatisfied skills U must be satisfied by
ai’s right children’s subtree Gb

rðaiÞ or left children’s subtree
Gb
lðaiÞ. For this dynamic programming approach, we have

the following initial conditions: Wð;; 0; ;Þ ¼ VT ;Wðai; 1; ;Þ ¼
VT � c0i and 8U 6¼ ;; Wð;; 0; UÞ ¼ 0. Finally, the optimal
team formed in Gb with maximum social welfare is returned
by the function ofmaxfWðar; 0; OT Þ; Wðar; 1; OT Þg.

Let SðGbÞ be the optimal team formed in the binary tree
Gb and WðGbÞ be the team SðGbÞ0s welfare returned using
the dynamic programming (DP) approach. During team
formation, we further define a skill allocation FðSðGbÞÞ ¼
f’ða1Þ; . . . ; ’ðjSðGbÞjÞg that is a match between team

Fig. 2. (a) The social network. (b) The tree network with the largest network closeness transformed from (a). (c) The binary tree network transformed
from the tree network in (b) where gray workers are newly added auxiliary workers.
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members and skills, where ’ðaiÞ ¼ R0i \OT indicates the
skills provided by team member ai 2 SðGbÞ.

We adopt the VCG type payment rule [29] to define the
payment pi of each winner worker ai 2 SðGbÞ as:

pi ¼ ðWðGbÞ þ c0iÞ �maxfWðGb

rðai Þ
Þ;WðGb

lðai Þ
Þ;WðGbnGb

ai
Þg

� ð1� rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞÞVT :

(9)

The value WðGb
rðaiÞÞ ¼ VT �

P
aj2SðGbrðaiÞÞ

c0j is the welfare

of the team SðGb
rðaiÞÞ, which is the optimal team of a0is

right subtree Gb
rðaiÞ. Similarly, WðGb

lðaiÞÞ ¼ VT �
P

aj2SðGblðaiÞÞ
c0j

value is the optimal welfare of a0is left subtree Gb
lðaiÞ. The

W ðGbnGb
ai
Þ ¼ VT �

P
aj2SðGbnGbai Þ

c0j value is the optimal wel-

fare of the subtree GbnGb
ai
, which is generated by removing

subtree Gb
ai
from the binary tree Gb. For example, in Fig. 2c,

GbnGb
a2
¼ fa1; a11; a3; a12; a4; a5g. Finally, the value WðGbÞ þ c0i

is the optimal welfare returned from the binary tree Gb with-
out considering worker a0is working cost c0i. The Boolean
function rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞ indicating whether the team member
can provide skills successfully, which is defined as

rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞ ¼ 1; ’ðaiÞ � Ri;
0; otherwise:

�
(10)

For the agent that cannot provide the skills he reports (i.e.,
rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞ ¼ 0), he will be punished to being paid addi-
tional VT payment to the requester.

Finally, a formal description of the optimal truthfulmecha-
nism for the small-scale social team crowdsourcing applica-
tion is shown in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, after forming
the team SðGbÞ, in Steps 4-6, we require each team member
ai 2 SðGbÞ (according to their order of joining the team), to
provide their available skills ’ðaiÞ ¼ R0i \OT . In the follow-
ing,we present desirable properties (i.e., computationally effi-
cient, individual rational and truthfulness) of the proposed
small-scale-oriented social team crowdsourcingmechanism.

Lemma 5. For a STCP with n workers and a task that requires k
types of skills, the running time of Algorithm 2 is Oðn24kÞ.

Theorem 1. The proposed small-scale-oriented mechanism
(i.e., Algorithm 2) is truthful and individual rational.

Algorithm 2. Optimal Truthful Mechanism for Small-
Scale Social Team Crowdsourcing

Input: Social Network SN ¼<A;E> , Bids B0i ¼<R0i; c
0
i > ,

Task T ¼<VT ;OT > ;
Output: Team SðGbÞ, Payment Pay ¼ ðp1; p2; . . . ; pnÞ.
1. G Tree Extraction ðSNÞ;
2. Gb  Binary Tree Transformation (G);
3. ðSðGbÞ;WðGbÞÞ  Dynamic Programming-DP ðGbÞ;
4. For 1 � i � jSðGbÞj
5. ’ðaiÞ ¼ R0i \OT ; OT ¼ OTnR0i;
6. End for
7. Set pi ¼ 0; 8ai 2 A;

8. For each ai 2 SðGbÞ
9. WðGbnfaigÞ  maxfWðGb

rðaiÞÞ; WðG
b
lðaiÞÞ; WðG

bnGb
ai
Þg;

10. pi ¼ ððW ðGbÞ þ c0iÞ �W ðGbnfaigÞÞ � ð1� rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞÞVT .
11. End for

Proof. Truthful: we first prove that for each worker ai 2 A,
reporting his truthful skills Ri is the dominated strategy
for any proposed cost c0i (Sub-theorem 1). Next we prove
that for each worker ai 2 A, reporting his truthful cost ci
is the dominated strategy (Sub-theorem 2).

For Sub-theorem 1. we only need to show that i) worker
ai declaring his true skills Ri wins and if he under-repots
his skills Ri

0 	 Ri might lose without receiving any pay-
ment. This is because under-reporting skills does not
change the workers’ network SN as well as the trans-
formed binary tree Gb. Under-reporting skills can make
ai excluded in Algorithm 2 or make Algorithm 2 hire
more team members, both are not beneficial for ai. And
ii) worker ai declaring his true skills Ri wins and if he
over-reports his skills Ri’
Ri still wins but receives a
negative payment. This is because over-reporting skills
does not change the structure of the binary tree Gb and
leads to form a smaller size team by requiring ai to pro-
vide his over-reported skills R0inRi. Once ai is detected
by over-reporting skills (i.e., rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞ ¼ 0), he will be
penalized to provide VT ) payment to the requester, which
will yield a negative utility for ai. Similarly, the truthful
skill reporting property also holds for the truthful worker
that loses the team formation.

For Sub-theorem 2. We first consider the case in which
the worker wins in social team formation by reporting
his true cost ci and skills Ri. Let ui � 0 be his utility
when reporting his true information ci and Ri. Suppose
that ai proposes a different cost c0i 6¼ ci, and achieves the
utility u0i. We divide this case into two scenarios:

1. Worker ai under-reports his cost c0i <ci. Worker
ai must still win, and the structure of tree Gb

does not change. Worker a0is utility becomes

u0i ¼ p0i � ci ¼ ðWðGbÞ þ c0iÞ �WðGbnfaigÞ � ci ¼
VT � Saj2SðGbÞnfaigc

0
j �WðGbnfaigÞ � ci ¼ ui.

2. Worker ai over-reports his cost c
0
i > ci. We further

distinguish two scenarios:
a. Worker ai still wins, and his utility becomes

u0i ¼ p0i � ci ¼ ðWðGbÞ þ c0iÞ �WðGbnfaigÞ � ci ¼
VT � Saj2SðGbÞnfaigc

0
j �WðGbnfaigÞ � ci ¼ ui.

b. Worker ai loses with utility u0i ¼ 0 �ui.
We next consider the case in which the worker loses in

social team formation by reporting true cost ci and skillsRi.
Let ui ¼ 0 be his utility when reporting his true skills Ri

and cost ci. Suppose that the ai proposes a different cost
c0i 6¼ ci, and achieves the utility u0i. We also divide this case
into two scenarios

1. Worker ai under-reports his cost c0i <ci. We also
further distinguish two scenarios:
a. Worker ai wins and his utility becomes

ui
0 ¼ pi

0 � ci

¼ WðGb0Þ þ ci
0 �WðGb0n aif gÞ � ci

¼ ðWðGb0Þ þ ci
0Þ �WðGbÞ � ci (11)

�VT � S
aj2SðGb

0 Þn aif gcj
0 � ci �WðGbÞ � 0 (12)
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S0ðGb0 Þ is the team returned by Algorithm 2
when ai reports cost c

0
i, andWðGb0Þ is the social

welfare of team S0ðGb0Þ. The Eq. (11) holds
because WðGb0nfaigÞ ¼W ðGbÞ, where Algo-
rithm 2 forms the optimal team Gb without
involving ai. The In eq. (12) holds because
when ai reports true cost ci, the social welfare
WðGbÞ of team SðGbÞ is larger the team SðGb0 Þ.
This is becausewhen ai is truthful, Algorithm 2
always forms the teamwith the maximal social
welfare.

b. Worker ai still loses with utility u0i ¼ 0 ¼ ui.
2. Worker ai over-reports his cost c0i > ci, where ai

must still lose with utility u0i ¼ 0 ¼ ui.
In summary, we can conclude that reporting true

skills Ri and cost ci is each worker a0is dominated strat-
egy of maximizing his utility.

Individual Rational. According to Formula (9), for each
team member ai 2 SðGbÞ, his utility is ui ¼ pi � ci ¼
WðGbÞ �maxfWðGb

rðaiÞÞ;WðG
b
lðaiÞÞ;WðG

bnGb
ai
Þg � 0. This

is because the DP-based social team formation can

always form a more beneficial team with larger welfare

WðGbÞ in the global tree Gb than the welfare of the team

formed in the left subtree Gb
rðaiÞ, right subtree G

b
lðaiÞ, or the

remaining subtree GbnGb
ai
. Thus, Algorithm 2 satisfies

individual rational. tu

5 TOWARDS A LARGE-SCALE SOCIAL TEAM
CROWDSOURCING MECHANISM

Although forming an optimal team in a binary tree is
efficient in terms of maximizing social welfare, this is still
computationally expensive for large-scale applications for
which the task size k is large. Therefore, in this section, we
present a polynomial O(k3n2Þ time mechanism to address
the large-scale social team crowdsourcing applications. The
polynomial mechanism includes the greedy monotonous
social team formation algorithm (Section 5.1) and the
threshold payment algorithm (Section 5.2).

5.1 Greedy Social Team Formation
STCP is a networked variant of a setcover problem. The greedy
principle is a natural fit, as it guarantees monotonicity when
workers are sorted in increasing order of their marginal
contribution-per-cost value.

Definition 6 (Worker Marginal Contribution and Mar-
ginal Contribution-per-Cost). Given a skill set U, the
marginal contribution of a worker ai with respect to U is
defined as pðai; UÞ ¼ jU \Rij, i.e., the number of skills ai can
provide to satisfy U and ai’s marginal contribution-per-cost
"ðai; UÞ is defined as the ratio between ai’s marginal contribu-
tion and working cost, i.e., "ðai; UÞ ¼ pðai; UÞ=ci.
Before presenting the greedy social team formation algo-

rithm, we first provide another two definitions that are use-
ful to design the greedy algorithm.

Definition 7 (Accessible Workers and Skills of a Team).
Given a worker team G and a skill set U, the accessible workers
AA(G) of team G are defined as team members’ neighbor work-
ers, i.e., AAðGÞ ¼ fajjai 2 G; aj 2 Nig, and the accessible
skills AS(G, U) are defined as G’s accessible workers’ skills that
can satisfy U, i.e., ASðG;UÞ ¼ fsxjai 2 AAðGÞ; sx 2 Ri \ Ug.

Definition 8 (Complementary Workers of a Team).
Given a worker team G and a skill U, a worker ai is complemen-
tary to this team G when and only when he can contribute skills
to U, i.e., pðai; UÞ> 0 and its neighbors can provide newly
accessible skills to G, i.e., ASðfaig; UÞnASðG;UÞ 6¼ ;. We use
the function dðai; U;GÞ to denote whether ai is complementary
to team G with respect to U : dðai; U;GÞ ¼ 1, when and only
when pðai; UÞ> 0 and ASðfaig; UÞnASðG;UÞ 6¼ ;; other-
wise, dðai; U;GÞ ¼ 0.

In the Appendix, Section A5 available in the online
supplemental material, we use an example to illustrate
Definitions 6, 7 and 8 clearly.

Algorithm 3. Greedy social Team Formation

Input: Social Network SN ¼<A;E> , Bids B0i ¼<R0i; c
0
i> ,Task

T ¼<VT ;OT > ;
Output: Team Q, skill-allocation F, and team root ar.
1. Create Queue(Q);
2. Initialize ar ¼ argmaxai2A"ðai; OT Þ � dðai; OT ; ;Þ;
3. Insert Queue ðQ; arÞ and set OT ¼ OTnR0ar ;
4. While OOT 6¼ ;, do
5. If ASðQ;OT Þ ¼ OT , then set I ¼ AAðQÞ;
6. Set I ¼ faxj ax 2 AAðQÞ : dðax;OT ;QÞ ¼ 1jg;
7. Select a� ¼ argmaxax2I"ðax;OT Þ;
8. Insert Queue ðQT ; a

�Þ; ’ða�Þ ¼ R0a� \OT ; OT ¼ OTnR0a� .
9. End while

Now we present the greedy social team formation algo-
rithm, i.e., Algorithm 3. The key principle of this greedy
algorithm is that team members are selected according to a
worker’s social structure and marginal contribution-per-
cost value. To form a collaborative team, we only need to
identify a tree that connects a team of workers. To this end,
in Step 2 of Algorithm 3, we first determine the worker ar
with the largest marginal contribution-per-cost value as the
team root. After determining the root worker ar, we build a
tree structure team from its social contextual workers round
by round (Steps 4-9). Before building this team, we create a
queue structureQ to store team members (Step 3). The queue
structure is used to keep track of the round in which each
team member joins. For each round, we select the optimal
accessible and complementary worker a� ¼ argmaxax2I"
ðax;OT Þ with the largest positive marginal contribution-per-
cost value as a new teammember (Step 7). The set I is current
team Q’s accessible and complementary workers, which can
be represented by I ¼ AAðQÞ if current team Q can access
enough skills to satisfy OT (Step 5), otherwise, I ¼ faxjax 2
AAðQÞ : dðax;OT ;QÞ ¼ 1jg (Step 6). Worker a� must be acces-
sible to the team Q because the participation of an accessible
worker ensures that the formed team is connected, facilitating
collaborative team building. Worker a� must also be comple-
mentary to the team Q because complementary worker
participation grants teamQ access to additional skills for pro-
fessional team building. In Step 8, the selected agent a� joins
team Q, and is required to provide the available skills
’ða�Þ ¼ R0a� \OT . We select this kind of accessible and com-
plementary workers round by round until the team formed is
professional enough such that task skills are satisfied (Step 4).
Compared to Algorithm 1, the necessity of the additional
operations of Steps 4-9 is that Algorithm 3 finds the local opti-
mal team member from current team’s neighbor workers.
This local social team formation process might fall into
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forming the local incomplete team whose team members are
not professional to satisfy task skills and these teammembers
cannot find any neighbor worker that can provide the lacking
skills. On the other hand, Algorithm 1 is a global algorithm
that forms a professional team from the whole tree network.
Thus, Algorithm 1 does not need such additional operations
of Steps 4-9 of Algorithm 3.

In the following, we present the complexity, monotonic-
ity (Lemma 6) and approximation ratio (Theorem 7) results
of Algorithm 3.

Lemma 6. Algorithm 3 is monotone with polynomial-time
Oðk2n2Þ complexity.

Lemma 7. For any social team crowdsourcing problem (STCP),
where each worker ai’s cost ci 2 ½cmin; cmax�; cmin ðresp: cmaxÞ
is the minimum (resp. maximum) cost that a worker can bid.
Then the team cost of Algorithm 3 is at most a factor of
Oðcmax=cminÞ larger than the optimal team cost.

5.2 Threshold Payment for the Greedy Social Team
Formation Algorithm

Algorithm 4 presents the threshold payment rule for the
greedy social team formation algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 3).
Let Q be the winning team returned by Algorithm 3. Next,
we compute the payment for each team member ai ¼ QðiÞ
in their order of joining team Q, where ai denotes the team
member that joins Q in the ith round (Step 2). The threshold
payment pai paid to ai is the maximal cost that ai can bid
and still be selected by Algorithm 3. To achieve this value,
we extend Singer’s [45] threshold payment rule, where the
underlying SN is ignorant.

We first briefly describe Singer’s payment rule as follows:
they first use the marginal contribution-per-cost sorting rule
to form an alternative winner team Q’without a0is participa-
tion and then find the maximal cost that worker ai
can declare in order to be selected in the jth ð1 �j � jQ0jÞ
round in team Q0. There are two main advantages of our
proposed payment rule over Singer’s within the SN setting.
1) Compared to Singer’s payment rule of building an
alternative team Q0 without a0is participation, our proposed
payment rule forms an alternative team Q0 by assuming ai
bids a very large cost value MAXVALUE (Step 4). This
technique is used to keep the underlying network structure
unchanged, which is essential for truthful social team for-
mation mechanism design. 2) Compared to Singer’s rule of
considering all possible winning rounds ½1; jQ0j� to compute
a0is payment, our proposed rule makes use of the underlying
local network structure and narrows the range of possible
winning rounds among ½i; jQ0j�, where i is the winning
round of ai in team Q. This advantage makes the proposed
payment rule not only guarantee truthfulness but also
reduce time complexity.

Next, we present how our payment rule computes
payment pai for ai in detail (Steps 5-13). Suppose that ai
attempts to win in the jth round ði � j � jQ0jÞ in Q0, and the
maximal cost he can bid is c�ai;j ¼ pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ, where
U 0j is unsatisfied skills after the first j� 1 workers have
joined team Q0 (Step 7). Namely, U 0j ¼ OTnfRa0xja0x 2 Q0ðjÞg,
where Q0j ¼ fQ0ðxÞj1 �x � j� 1g denotes the first j� 1
team members who join Q0 (Step 6). As the marginal contri-
bution pðai; U 0jÞ and marginal contribution-per-cost "ða0j; U 0jÞ
both monotonically decrease with j, the value c�ai; j might
present arbitrary behaviors with respect to j. Thus, it is

reasonable to take the maximum of this value c�ai;j as the
maximal cost that ai can declare to win among the rounds
½i; jQ0j� (Steps 8-9). In Step 12, if team member ai can provide
the reported skills successfully, i.e., rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞ ¼ 1, he will
receive the max payment; otherwise, he will receive a con-
siderable negative paymentmax� VT .

In the Appendix, Section A8 available in the online sup-
plemental material, we also use an example to illustrate
how Algorithm 4 works. In the following, we present the
threshold payment property of Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Threshold Payment

Input: Social Network SN ¼<A;E> , Bids B
0
i ¼<R0i; c

0
i > ,Task

T ¼<VT ;OT> , winner team Q, and skill allocation F
Output: Payment Pay ¼ ðp1; p2; . . . ; pnÞ.
1. Initialize Pay ¼ f0; . . . ; 0g;
2. For i ¼ 1 to jQj
3. Setmax ¼ 0 and ai ¼ QðiÞ; =�return the ith element of Q�=
4. Set Q0 ¼ GTFðci ¼ MAXVALUE; B�i; T Þ;
5. For j ¼ i to jQ0j
6. Set a0jj ¼ Q0ðjÞ and Q0j ¼ fQ0ðxÞj1 � x � j� 1g;
7. Set U 0j ¼ OTnfRa0xja0x 2 Q0jg;
8. If dðai; U 0j; Q0jÞ ¼ 1&&pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ> max, then
9. max ¼ pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ;
10. End if
11. End for
12. pi ¼ max� ð1� rið’ðaiÞ; RiÞÞ � VT .
13. End For

Lemma 8. Algorithm 4 returns the threshold payment for each
winner team member.

Proof. For team Q returned by Algorithm 3, let i ð1 � i �
jQjÞ be the winning round of team member ai 2 Q. Now
assume that ai submits a very large cost value MAX-
VALUE, an alternative team Q0 will be returned by Algo-
rithm 3. Let l 2 ½i; jQ0j� be the index at which pðai; U 0l Þ=
"ða0l; U 0l Þ is maximal, where a0l is the lth team member in
team Q0. As Algorithm 4 shows, this value pðai; U 0l Þ=
"ða0l; U 0l Þ is the payment pai for ai. Next, we prove that pai is
themaximal cost ai can bid to secure a place inQ0.

On one hand, bidding a cost below pai will ensure that
ai wins. This is because in the ith round, worker ai must
be accessible and complementary to team Q. Therefore,
as long as ai declares a smaller cost than pai , it will defi-
nitely be selected as a winner at a certain round among
½i; jQ0j� in Q0. Next, we show that declaring a larger cost
c0ai > pai will prevent ai from securing a place in Q0.

First, we note that declaring a cost larger than pai will
make ai lose at any round among ½i; jQ0j� inQ0. This is true
because pai is the maximal cost that ai can declare and win
in a round among ½i; jQ0j�. Now we prove that declaring a
higher cost c0ai > pai also prevents ai from winning among
rounds of ½1;i� 1� in Q0. Proof by contradiction, assume
that ai declares a higher cost c

0
ai
> pai and wins at a round

j 2 ½1; i� 1� (Assumption 1). Let a0j be the jth teammember
in Q0. Then, we can show that a0j is exactly the jth
team member in Q because the network structure remains
unchanged in Q0. Now based on Assumption 1, c0ai �
pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ. Recall that in teamQ, thewinner ai joins
Q after the jth round for two reasons.
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� Reason 1: ai is accessible and complementary during
the jth round, but it has a smaller marginal contri-
bution-per-cost than the jth team member a0j under
truthful bidding, i.e., cai � pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ.
For this scenario, we can derive the following
contradiction:
cai � pðai; U 0jÞ="ða0j; U 0jÞ � c0ai > pai � cai . The last
inequality holds because payment pai is larger than
winner a0is true cost cai . Therefore, in this case, a
larger cost than pai will cause ai to lose in any round
among ½1;i� 1�.

� Reason 2: ai has a larger marginal contribution-per-
cost than that of a0j, but ai is not accessible or com-
plementary at the jth round inQ. For this scenario,
declaring a higher cost than pai will not make ai
become accessible and complementary to team Q0

before the jth round, as the network structure and
worker’s skills are not changed. In this case, ai will
never win in any round among ½1;i� 1� neither.

Nowwe have that pai is the maximum cost (i.e., threshold
payment) ai can bid to still be selected byAlgorithm 3. tu
Finally, we present the individual rational, computation-

ally efficient and truthfulness properties of the large-scale-
oriented social team crowdsourcing mechanism.

Theorem 2. The large-scale-oriented social team crowdsourcing
mechanism that consists of the greedy social team formation
algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 3) and threshold-based payment rule
(i.e., Algorithm 4) is truthful, individual rational and computa-
tionally efficient with Oðk3n2Þ time complexity.

Proof. Truthful: we first prove that for each worker ai 2 A,
reporting his truthful skills Ri is the dominated strategy
for any proposed cost ci (Sub-theorem 1). Next we prove
that for each worker ai, reporting his truthful cost ci is the
dominated strategy (Sub-theorem 2).

For Sub-theorem 1: similar to Theorem 1, we have that
by penalizing the over-reporting behavior, workers
always report their skills truthfully for any proposed cost
with the aim of maximizing their utility.

For Sub-theorem 2: For such a single parameter mecha-
nism design problem where each worker has one type of
private value, the mechanism M ¼ ðTF; PayÞ is truthful
if and only if the social team formation function TF is
monotone and the payment function Pay is the threshold
payment [46]. Derived from Lemmas 6 and 8, the greedy
social team formation mechanism (i.e., Algorithm 3) is
monotone and the payment rule (i.e., Algorithm 4) is
based on the threshold payment. Therefore, the large-
scale-oriented social team crowdsourcing mechanism
is truthful. Individual Rational: This is true because
Algorithm 4 returns the maximal working cost the

winner can bid and still wins (including the case where
ai bids ci). Thus, the winner can always achieve the non-
negative utility ui ¼ pi � ci� 0. Computationally Efficient:
Algorithm 4 computes the payment for each team mem-
ber in winner team Q (where jQj � k), and for each win-
ner, it needs to evoke Algorithm 3 once, which requires
the execution of Oðk2n2Þ computations. Therefore, the
running time of Algorithm 4 is Oðk3n2Þ. tu

6 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSES

6.1 Experimental Setting

6.1.1 Dataset

To validate the proposed mechanisms under realistic settings,
we use a dataset from the popular web-based crowdsourcing
platform Guru, where social team crowdsourcing is needed
for complex task completion. We collect 887 tasks and 28,808
workers in the IT field to analyze tasks and workers’ features.
For each task, we mainly record two types of information: 1)
skills it requires and 2) budget used for task completion. For
each worker, we record two types of information: 1) the skills
he offers and 2) the salary (dollars/hour) he requires (i.e.,
working cost). The task and worker data are described
in Fig. 3, from which we make the following observations: i)
Fig. 3a records task skill requirement information, fromwhich
we find that roughly 98% of task sizes are not larger than 12
and almost all task sizes are not larger than 20. ii) Fig. 3b
records task budget information, from which we observe that
almost 90% of task budgets are distributed over a range of 250,
500, 750 and 1,000. iii) Fig. 3c recordsworker skill information,
from which we can conclude that almost all of the workers
possess less than 30 type of skills. iv) Fig. 3d presents worker
salary requirement information, from which we can deter-
mine thatworkers’ salary values are randomly distributed.

6.1.2 Social Network Setting

A social network consists of workers and their connections.
In the following, we construct these two components, respec-
tively.Workers: we first extract the top 40 skills that are most
frequently required by the collected tasks, and then we
collect 928 workers listed on Guru that can offer at least one
of these top 40 skills. Workers’ Social Connection. we connect
these workers by three typical social network structures
(Random (Random), Small-World (SMW) and Scale-Free
(SF)) and each with a network degree of 8 ([47] provides a
detailed description on how to construct these networks).

6.1.3 Comparison Methods and Performance Metrics

We compare the proposed social team crowdsourcing
mechanisms, i.e., an optimal mechanism in a tree network
OPT-Tree and a greedy mechanism Greedy with the other
two mechanisms:

� The benchmark VCG-based optimal mechanism
(OPT). This mechanism first adopts the exponential

Fig. 3. The Guru’s data information, where (a) task skill requirement, (b) task budget, (c) worker skill possession, and (d) workers’ salary.
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coalition formation approach to build an optimal fea-
sible team in the social network [15], and adopts the
VCG-based threshold payment mechanism [29] to
elicit worker truthfulness.

� The Steiner Tree-based mechanism (Steiner-Tree). This
mechanism first forms a professional team based on
worker marginal contribution-per-cost values with-
out considering the underlying workers’ network. It
then exploits a Steiner tree-based algorithm to form a
collaborative team [21]. Finally, the binary search-
based threshold payment technique [48] is used to
elicit workers’ truthfulness.

We compare these mechanisms on the following three
performance metrics: 1) the utility of the task requester
uT ¼ VT � Sai2Gpi, where pi is the payment paid to each
worker and G is the winning team; 2) the utility of each
worker ui ¼ pi � ci and 3) the social welfare of the crowd-
sourcing systemWT ¼ VT � Sai2Gci. All results are recorded
by averaging over 100 instances, over which the standard
deviation ranges from 15% to 40%. For each instance, a task
T is crowdsourced with a profit VT randomly drawn from a
range of 250, 500, 750, and 1,000.

6.2 Experimental Results

6.2.1 Social Welfare Evaluation

Fig. 4 shows the social welfare of the OPT, OPT-Tree,
Greedy and Steiner-Tree for different networks. From Fig. 4,
we have the following observations.

1) In all of the networks, when the task size increases, the
social welfare of these mechanisms deceases as well.
This observation is intuitive because in the case that
more skills to be satisfied, more workers must be
hired, and less social welfare will result. The OPT-Tree
performs similarly to the OPT. This indicates that
although the OPT-Tree forms an optimal team in the
extracted tree by disregarding some connection infor-
mation, it effectively maximizes social welfare while
reducing computation time. The Greedy mechanism
(i.e., Algorithm 3) performs worse than the Steiner-
Tree system when the task size increases from 1 to 8.
In the Greedy mechanism, the formation of a profes-
sional team is highly dependent on team members’
accessibility to skillful neighbor workers. When the
task size is small, the Greedy mechanism might fail to
form a professional team because the skills required
by the task do not match the skills owned by current
accessible neighbor workers. The failure of forming a
professional team lead the failure of task completion
and zero social welfare achieved. However, as task
size increases (i.e., k � 8), social welfare of the Greedy

performs much better than that of Steiner-Tree. This
occurs because i) in the Greedy mechanism, as a
requester requires more skills, more complementary
workers can be found. This advantage increases the
probability of building a professional team, thus
increasing social welfare. ii) The Steiner-Tree mecha-
nism involves searching for a large number of addi-
tional workers for team connecting, incurring higher
working costs and thereby reducing socialwelfare.

2) The Greedy performs worse when applied to an
SMW network than when applied to Random and SF
networks. This can be explained from a network
property perspective. Table 1 presents three typical
network properties: network diameter (Dia), average
shortest path length (Aspl) and clustering coefficient
(Clu) ([47] provides a detailed illustration of these
properties). From Table 1, we can conclude that the
Random (or SF) network presents smaller Dia and
Aspl values than those of the SMW. These smallerDia
and Aspl values indicate that the workers are more
socially close. Therefore, owing to its greedy nature,
the Greedy system is more likely to form a profes-
sional team in a Random (or SF) than in an SMW.

3) AlthoughOPT can always form the optimal teamwith
the maximum social welfare, its exponential complex-
ity limits its use in tiny-scale applications (i.e., k � 5).
Here, a mechanism is regarded as computationally
infeasible when its running time exceeds 500 seconds.
However, the OPT-Tree can extend its application
scope to small-scale applications (i.e., the typical appli-
cation in the practice shown in Section 6.1 available in
the online supplemental material). Moreover, the
Greedy and Steiner-Tree systems work well in any
scale application, exhibiting their advantages in terms
of scalability.

6.2.2 Requester Utility Evaluation

Fig. 5 shows the requester utility generated from the OPT,
OPT-Tree, Greedy and Steiner-Tree systems, from which
we have the following observations. 1) In all of the

Fig. 4. The social welfare of OPT, OPT-Tree, Greedy, and Steiner-Tree in different networks.

TABLE 1
The Properties of Networks

Property

Network

Diameter
L

Average Shortest
Path length

ASPL

Clustering
Coefficient

C

Small-World 6.5 4.0 0.28
Scale-Free 5.0 3.2 0.03
Random 6.0 3.5 0.01
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networks, the requester’s utility decreases with task size.
This is because as more skills need to be satisfied, more
workers must be hired and less utility will result. 2) The
OPT generates the most utility for the requester, which is
followed by the OPT-Tree, Greedy and Steiner-Tree. This
observation is in accordance with the social welfare results
shown in Fig. 4. 3) Although the differences are slight, the
requester utility gap between the OPT-tree and Greedy is
larger than the social welfare gap between these two mecha-
nisms. This might be because in the Greedy system, a
requester might hire a much more expensive worker team
(as shown in Fig. 6 on worker utility) than in the OPT-Tree
system, and in turn a requester in the Greedy system must
pay more than a requester of the OPT-Tree system.

6.2.3 Worker Utility Evaluation

Fig. 6 shows workers’ utility distribution collected from the
OPT-Tree, Greedy in SM network (the results are similar for
Random and Scale-Free networks and due to space limita-
tions, we omit these network results), from which we
observe that: 1) each worker achieves a non-negative utility,
satisfying individual rationality requirements. 2) A worker
in the Greedy system can achieve a much higher degree of
utility (i.e., the maximal utility is $270) than a worker in the
OPT-Tree system (i.e., the maximal utility is $85). This
occurs because the Greedy system forms teams locally and
might choose an expensive worker to join a team. Thus, the
Greedy system pays much more while the OPT-Tree system
forms teams globally, thus building cheaper teams without
too many expensive workers.

6.2.4 The Advantage of Truthful Behavior

Fig. 7 shows the utility difference between of truthful and
untruthful behaviors under large-scale (Fig. 7a) and small-
scale (Fig. 7b) social team formation mechanisms. We first
compute the utility of each winner worker that reports his
true skill and cost values (i.e., Truthful worker), next we com-
pute each winner worker’s utility of manipulating his skill or
cost value (i.e., Untruthful worker). From Fig. 7, we can find
that the worker who behaves untruthfully cannot achieve
a larger utility than that achieved by behaving truthfully.
For example, in Fig. 7a, workers fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5g are the
selected teammemberswhen they behave truthfully. Truthful

workers a1 and a2 achieve the positive payment, while achi-
eving the negative payment by behaving untruthfully.
This is because a1 and a2 over-reporting their skills, which are
detected and penalized by the requester. Compared to the
larger utility achieved of truthful reporting skills, worker a3
achieves a smaller utility by under-reporting his skills. On the
other hand, when worker a5 over-reports his cost, he will be
not selected as a team member, resulting in zero utility.
In summary, we can determine that each worker can always
achieve themaximal utility by behaving truthfully.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper addresses social team crowdsourcing problems,
where crowdsourcing platforms are designed to hire teams
of socially tight-knit workers for the requester’s complex
task completion. We study this NP-hard problem from a
mechanism design perspective with the aim of guaranteeing
that each worker’s utility is optimized by behaving truth-
fully. To meet the truthfulness goal over tolerable running
periods, we propose two efficient OPT-Tree and Greedy
mechanisms for small- (i.e., task size k �12) and large-scale
(i.e., k > 12) applications, respectively. The experimental
results determine that the OPT-Tree mechanism performs
similarly to the optimal benchmark exponential VCG type
truthful mechanism in terms of social welfare while largely
reducing computation time. Moreover, the Greedy mecha-
nism not only achieves better social welfare outcomes than
existing large-scale-oriented social team crowdsourcing
heuristics but also satisfies the truthfulness property. These
tools can help crowdsourcing platforms determine which
mechanisms are suitable for which type applications.

There are two interesting directions for future research.
1) In some crowdsourcing applications, each worker’s
cost depends on which and how many skills he provides.
Then each worker can manipulate the crowdsourcing market
by under-reporting his skills for marginal contribution-per-
cost value, which is immune to the proposed marginal contri-
bution-per-cost -based greedy mechanism. Thus a novel
truthful mechanism, where the payment is independent on
the declared types of the workers is essential to address this
cost-skill interdependent setting. One feasible method is first

Fig. 5. The requester’s utility returned by OPT, OPT-Tree, Greedy, and Steiner-Tree in different networks.

Fig. 6. The worker’s utility distribution returned by (a) OPT-Tree and
(b) Greedy.

Fig. 7. The advantage of truthfulness on maximizing utility under
(a) large-scale and (b) small-scale social team formation problems.
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to partition the large size task into l small size sub-tasks and
cluster the social networks into l disjoint sub-graphs, and uti-
lize the proposed optimal algorithm (i.e., Algorithm2) to build
teams from each sub-graph to satisfy each subtask. 2) For the
collusion scenario where the workers can form a group to
manipulate the social team crowdsourcing mechanisms (e.g.,
two workers collude to report the non-existing social connec-
tions), the idea of group-strategyproof in previous study [49]
can be introduced to prevent collusionmanipulation.
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